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SWEEPING VIEWS OF THE TENNESSEE RIVER INSPIRE AN
ARTIST AND HER HUSBAND TO SET DOWN ROOTS.
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Designer Cameron Mobley created
the pattern for the handmade Tibetan
wool-and-silk rug grounding the living
room of this Knoxville, Tennessee,
home, where sofas wear ivory linen
with a silk welt, both by Rogers &
Goffigon. Between them, a travertinetopped coffee table by Formations
greets circa-1840 French stools from
English Accent Antiques in Atlanta.

B

ill and Teri Nix—natives of Montgomery,
Alabama—“didn’t know a soul” when Bill’s job
necessitated a move to Knoxville, Tennessee,
Teri remembers. But once they found an
8-acre plot on the Tennessee River, they saw
an opportunity to create a waterfront homestead where
they could entertain a new coterie of friends and host their
children and grandchildren for overnight stays. They called
on Birmingham architect Jeffrey Dungan, whose work
they’d long admired, to realize their vision. The property,
Dungan notes, truly was a blank slate. “It had a Southern,
little-rolling-hillside, agrarian feel to it, with a few trees to
help nestle the house.”
Dungan recalls a four-hour “doodling” session at nearby
Blackberry Farm following his first visit to the site. Says the
architect, “The muse didn’t just show up, she practically
drew herself.” The result is a compound that nestles into
itself along the hillside rather than relying on landscape,
with stone walls enclosing an entry court and two gardens,
shingled rooflines that swoop down in front like a protective
cape and a fireplace on the entry porch to welcome visitors
inside. “The final house is exactly what the sketches are—it
didn’t change,” he says.
The Nixes enlisted a team to support Dungan and design
partner Michelle Cone, which included Birmingham designer
Cameron Mobley, Nashville landscape architect Mike Kaiser
and general contractor Burke Pinnell. Their designs played
to Teri’s preference for a calm, light and neutral palette. “It’s
an emotion—a feeling that neutrals bring to me,” she says.
“My mind gets too cluttered if there’s too much going on.”
Throughout the home, Dungan and Cone set the tone with lime
wash over the white-oak floors, ceiling beams and plaster walls.
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In the dining area, a walnut enfilade sideboard and iron candlesticks from Robuck in Atlanta sit below
framed intaglio bars in Lucite boxes from Maison by Pam Evans in Birmingham, Alabama. Leading to the
master suite, a Regency-style lantern from The Urban Electric Co. hangs over a vintage Turkish Konya rug
from Kings House Oriental Rugs in Birmingham. The antique console is from A. Tyner Antiques in Atlanta.

Mobley applied that limited palette to textures that
would enrich each space. “Teri really encouraged me
to go subtle—no colors,” she says, and besides: “The
architecture is so beautiful, we didn’t want to distract from
it.” Dungan incorporated classic architectural elements to
make the new house feel much older. Ceiling beams were
sourced from a Kentucky distillery; the entry’s floor tile is
antique; and Dungan designed the front door with limewashed antique oak. The custom, plaster-covered range
hood, Mobley adds, makes it feel “like standing inside of
an old European kitchen.” She credits Teri, who previously
owned an art and antiques shop in Montgomery, for
appreciating the quality of the antiques and custom
furnishings she then selected for every space. “She was
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very interested in the history of each piece,” Mobley says.
“She wanted to know whose hands were on it.”
The most cherished spaces are separate from the
house: Teri’s art studio over the porte cochere and Bill’s
home office that anchors one of the enclosed gardens.
“I wanted him to have a place to think and listen—his own
special spot,” Dungan says of the latter. “He’s a gentleman.
I wanted him to have an appropriate gentleman’s office.”
Teri’s studio is surrounded by glass on three sides with
a paneled ceiling that resembles a pinwheel—a design
taken from Dungan’s own drafting room in Birmingham.
“It’s my creative space, and I thought she would like one
of her own,” Dungan says. The sweeping views from that
aerie include the intricacies of the home’s many rooflines.

Sheer Lino linen draperies by Mokum,
purchased through Paul Plus in Atlanta,
admit light into the dining area from
the walled garden outside. Custom
seating surrounds the homeowners’
own table, which is topped with
antique Chinese jars from Bungalow
Classic in Atlanta. The sconces are
by Rose Tarlow Melrose House.

This page: Modern artwork and a wood-inlay
stool from Bungalow Classic, along with dark
iron candlesticks by Formations, come into sharp
relief in the living room. Creamy, lime-washed
plaster walls and a fireplace with limestone trim
were both fabricated by Hickory Construction.
Opposite: A circa-1900 French marble-top
garden table from Foxglove Antiques & Galleries
in Atlanta anchors the breakfast nook. A pair
of custom banquettes in durable fabric by Link
Outdoor was fabricated with lime-washed legs
by Design Industry by Grant Trick in Birmingham.
The pendant is by Ralph Lauren for Circa Lighting.
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The ceiling paneling and beams in homeowner
Teri Nix’s art studio replicate the drafting room
in architect Jeffrey Dungan’s own Birmingham
office. Marvin casement windows cover three
planes of the studio, and the floor was painted in
a diamond pattern by Hickory Construction using
Farrow & Ball’s Old White. Century swivel chairs
don Schumacher linen with trim by Samuel & Sons.

“It’s a silhouette you don’t find often,” Pinnell notes. “There’s a
stair-step profile in stone that’s unique, and on the flatter areas
there are pieces of copper that look like wide, rectangular
shingles. Each joint was soldered together on-site.”
Kaiser completed the picture with plantings that complement
the home and shield it from view. “The architecture created
rooms in the landscape, and we decided to follow that theme,”
he said, using the walls that extend from the house as frames
for trees, hedges and flowering bushes. Farther out, he
positioned more than 50 trees to better define the property.
“The trees are planted in groupings so they will mature into
and resemble naturally occurring groves,” Kaiser says—and

many of them mask the prized river views from the home’s
approach. “It’s to create some mystery; you don’t get the
money shot until you’re welcomed into the house.”
Those lucky guests are treated to dinner parties in the
courtyard and casual gatherings on the terrace and pool
deck. And when not entertaining or spending time with their
grandchildren, Teri has begun selling the art she’s been
painting in her studio. In that respect, Dungan notes, the house
is everything he envisioned for clients who’ve become dear
friends. “They are a warm and loving couple. The house, to
me, has that appeal. There’s something attractive and winsome
about it—and I’ve found Bill and Teri to be exactly that.”

Dungan designed a standalone
structure for homeowner Bill Nix’s
office. The iron-framed glass
walls were fabricated by RG
Ironworks. Landscape architect
Mike Kaiser planted pachysandra
and Autumn ferns to border the
stepping stones that lead from the
private garden out to the pool.
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Rogers & Goffigon’s linen damask
lines a niche in the master suite
where a custom bed is upholstered in
ivory alpaca by Rosemary Hallgarten.
The armchairs are by Dessin Fournir,
and the draperies and windowseat fabric were fabricated with
Kerry Joyce’s Dylan linen in blue
shadow. The antique chandelier and
sunburst mirror are from Antiquities
in Mountain Brook, Alabama.
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